After considering a solitonic string moving in the Poincare AdS and two-dimensional sphere, we calculate the two-point correlation function of magnon and spike in the semi-classical limit without any explicit solution. We also calculate the three-point correlation functions between two heavy and one light operators. We find that the coupling between two heavy and one light operators in the string side is the exactly same as one obtained from the gauge theory by using the RG analysis. *
Introduction
The conformal field theory (CFT) is characterized by the calculating the conformal dimension of all primary operators and the structure constant included in the three-point correlation functions, because higher point functions may be determined by using the operator product expansion (OPE). The N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) theory in four-dimensional space is an important example to investigate the interacting CFT [1] . After it was shown that there exists an integrable structure in N = 4 SYM theory [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] , there were great progresses in finding the spectrum of this theory [9] - [32] . This studies were extended to the ABJM model corresponding to the low energy theory of M-theory or IIA-string theory [33] - [56] . On the contrary, although the structure constant can be evaluated in the weak coupling limit of SYM by computing the Feynman diagrams, at the strong coupling there still remain many things to be done.
Recently, there was a big progress in calculating two-and three-point correlation function semi-classically [57] . In the related works [58] - [66] , various two-and three-point functions for heavy operators were calculated by using the known explicit solutions. In this paper, we first revisit the two-point function of heavy operator like magnon and spike without exact solutions.
Since it is usually very difficult to find the exact string solution corresponding to the heavy operator in the general set-up, our method would be very helpful to investigate the correlation function of these heavy operators. Secondly, we also calculate the three-point correlation function between two heavy and one light operators, where the light operator corresponding to the marginal scalar operator is dual to a massless scalar field fluctuation of the dual supergravity theory. After reading off the structure constant from the three-point function, we compare it with the result obtained by the RG analysis in the gauge theory side. For magnon described by a spin chain model, we find that the coupling between two magnons and one marginal scalar operator at the semi-classical limit of the string sigma model is the exactly same as one obtained from the RG analysis in the gauge theory. Although the dual integrable model describing spike is not clear, if such model exists, we can identify the spike with another heavy operator in such integrable model, whose conformal dimension is given by calculating two-point function.
Since there is no known explicit solution for spike, we calculate two-and three-point function by using the equations of motion and boundary conditions of the spike. In Ref. [65] , by using the equations of motion of the solitonic string without imposing the boundary conditions, the twoand three-point functions for various strings were calculated. The method using the equations of motion and boundary conditions would be very powerful to calculate the various correlation function in general backgrounds because it is usually very difficult to find the exact solution of the string worldsheet soliton. Moreover, by taking the analogy with magnon, we can easily find the coupling between two spikes and one marginal scalar operator in the gauge theory side. We find that this result is also the exactly same as one obtained from the semi-classical calculation in the string sigma model. The rest part is organized as follows. After explaining the equations of motion and the boundary conditions for magnon and spike in Sec. 2, we calculated two-and three-point correlation functions for magnon in Sec. 3 and for spike in Sec. 4. We conclude with a brief discussion.
2 Solitonic string on the Poincare AdS and S 2 Consider a magnon or spike moving in the AdS M × S 2 , which can be usually a subspace of AdS 5 × S 5 . If we consider the global patch for AdS, a string solution corresponding to the magnon or spike is located at the center of AdS. However, in the Euclidean Poincare patch
the string solution can be described by a point-particle moving in AdS. Especially, in the conformal gauge the integration over the string worldsheet is reduced to the integration over the modular parameter s of the cylinder
where we concentrate on the magnon or spike solution and ±L imply two ends of the string worldsheet. Notice that the magnon and spike solutions described by a open string corresponds to the half of the closed string.
If we choose the space-like separation in the AdS space, the string action on AdS M × S 2 is given by [48, 50] 
where T 2 is a string tension, T = √ λ 2π for AdS 5 × S 5 . The solutions of the AdS part, z(τ ) and x(τ ) are given by
which is the specific parameterization of a geodesic in AdS,
these solutions, the action of the AdS part simplifies to
Imposing the boundary conditions
in which ǫ is very small and corresponds to an appropriate UV cut-off, we can find a relation
with x f ≈ 2R ≈ 2x 0 . Now, consider the S 2 part of the string solution. Under the following parameterization
, and y = aτ + bσ,
the equations of motion for φ reads off
where the prime means the derivative with respect to y. So g ′ can be rewritten in terms of θ
where c is an integration constant. The equation of motion for θ after multiplying 2θ ′ can be rewritten as the following form
Therefore, we can also rewrite θ ′ in terms of θ
where
is introduced as another integration constant. To find exact solutions of (10) and (12) the above two integration parameters c and w should be fixed by appropriate boundary conditions. We first impose that θ has a maximum value θ max satisfying θ ′ max = 0, which plays an important role to determine the size of dual magnon or spike. For example, if sin θ max = 1, the magnon and spike have an infinite energy. For magnon, this also implies an infinite angular momentum, which can be reinterpreted as a infinite size of the spin chain operator in the dual gauge theory. Notice that this boundary condition should be imposed to both magnon and spike, so the above (12) can be rewritten as
with
Until now, there is no difference between magnon and spike. The difference between them appears when imposing the second boundary condition. For the magnon, we should impose ∂ σ φ = 0 at θ = θ max , which guarantees that even for sin θ max = 1 the angle difference is finite while the energy and the angular momentum are infinite. Notice that this is the typical structure of the magnon's dispersion relation. By solving this boundary condition, we can find
Inserting this result into (12), the integration constant w 2 becomes
Since the spike has usually a finite angular momentum with a infinite energy and angle difference, we should impose a different boundary condition from the magnon. For sin θ max = 1, to find a finite angular momentum, we should impose ∂ τ φ = 0 at θ = θ max . This boundary condition for spike gives sin 2 θ max = ac νb 2 . Inserting this result into (12), we can reobtain the above result in (15) . Notice that (15) is related to one of the Virasoro constraints [48] , so it should be satisfied in both cases, magnon and spike. As a result, since w 2 has the same form in the magnon and spike, (12) can be reduced to
In the case of sin θ max = 1, the sin 2 θ min of the magnon solution is given by (16) has an additional integration constant, it is irrelevant to calculate the correlation functions of the magnon and spike.
Magnon

Two-point correlation function
After convolution with the relevant wave function following the Janik's work [57] , the new action is given byS
where dσρ corresponds to the energy of a solitonic string moving on S 2 and 2L is the length of the worldsheet string. In the dual gauge theory side, dσρ and L corresponds to the conformal dimension and the size of the dual spin chain operator, respectively. If we take the L → ∞ limit which is the same as taking sin θ max = 1, the worldsheet solitonic string solution corresponds to the spin chain operator having infinite size in the dual gauge theory. From now on, we concentrate on the infinite size of magnon and spike. Using the above together with (7), the total action for the magnon is given by
From this total action, the saddle point of the modular parameter s reads
which corresponds to the Virasoro constraint for the einbein. At this saddle point, κ and ρ are related by κ = iρ and the semi-classical partition function of the giant magnon becomes
where E corresponding to the magnon's conformal dimension is
Using the definitions for the angular momentum J and the angle difference ∆φ, which can be identified with the string worldsheet momentum p,
the energy E can be rewritten in terms of J and p
which corresponds to the dispersion relation of a magnon in the spin chain model at the strong t' Hooft coupling limit. This result shows that the computation of the semi-classical partition function of the bulk string theory leads to the two-point correlation function of the dual operator in the gauge theory.
Three-point correlation function
Now, we consider the deformation by a marginal scalar primary operator, whose dual bulk field is described by a massless scalar field in AdS 5 . In Ref. [61] , it was shown by using the RG analysis that the deformed anomalous dimension can be related to the coupling between any two operators in the undeformed theory and the marginal scalar operator in the dual field theory side. Furthermore, it was also shown that the same result can be also obtained by calculating the partition function of the string theory in the semi-classical limit, in which the known exact solutions were used.
In this section, we revisit the three-point correlation function between two heavy magnon operators and one light operator corresponding to the marginal scalar operator without any explicit solution. The bulk-to-boundary propagator of a massless scalar field χ in AdS is given by [67] 
Then, the three-point function between two magnon operators denoted by O m and marginal scalar operator D χ is given by [61] 
where χ corresponds to the massless dilaton fluctuation and S p [X, s, χ] represents the Polyakov action including the dilaton fluctuation
For the magnon case, I χ [X, s; y] becomes
where S st in (3) is the Polyakov action in the absence of the dilaton field. Inserting solutions obtained in the previous section, the above integration is reduced to
Notice that κ = iρ at the saddle point and that the propagator of the massless field depends on τ only. For the infinite size magnon case sin 2 θ max = 1, the integration over σ, after using the chain rule twice, becomes
where we use c = aν and ρ = ν which are satisfied only for sin 2 θ max = 1. The integration I χ [X, s; y] at the saddle point is reduced to
Therefore, the three-point correlation function from (25) becomes
From this result, the coupling a DAA reads off
In the integrable spin chain model, the conformal dimension of the magnon is given by
where the string tension T can be rewritten in terms of the 't Hooft coupling λ T = 2g and
From this magnon conformal dimension, we can extract the coupling between two magnon operators and one marginal scalar operator by using the following formula obtained by the RG
In the large 't Hooft coupling limit, the result (36) in the gauge theory is reduced to one of the string calculation (33) in the semi-classical limit.
Spike
Two-point correlation function
Now, we perform the similar calculation for the spike. Since there is no known explicit solution, the method explained in the previous sections would be very useful. For the spike, since a > b, it is more convenient to write θ ′2 as the following form
with sin 2 θ max = ac b 2 ν and sin 2 θ min = c aν .
Here, we concentrate on the infinite size case, sin 2 θ max = 1. In this case, since c/ν = b 2 /a,
Like the magnon case, the new convoluted actionS is also given bȳ
Using this result, we can find the same saddle point (19) and the semi-classical partition function as ones obtained in the magnon case
Using the conserved charges and angle difference [50] 
the dispersion relation of the spike can be written as
withθ
Three-point correlation function
Now, we consider the three-point correlation function between two spike operators and one light operator dual to a massless scalar field χ. From the formula for the three-point function in (25),
we can find
where S st is also given by (3). Inserting the spike solution into this string action, at the saddle point (19) where κ = iρ is satisfied, the string action is reduced to
In terms of the θ integration instead of σ, the string action can be rewritten as
Then, I χ [X,s; y] at the saddle point s =s becomes
where we use ρ = νc a in (39) . In terms ofθ, I χ [X,s; y] can be rewritten as
Finally, the three-point correlation function becomes
where O s implies the dual spike operator. From this three-point function, we easily read off the coupling 2π
Although the dual integrable model of the spike solution is not clear, it is widely believed that there exists a dual integrable model related to spike. Keeping this in mind, we can say that the dual operator of the spike has the dispersion relation in (43) with the relation (44) . By taking the analogy with the magnon, we can calculate the coupling between two spikes and one marginal scalar operator in the gauge theory side
which is the exactly same as (51) calculated by the string partition function at the semi-classical limit.
Discussion
We calculated the two-and three-point correlation functions of magnon and spike without any explicit solution. Here, instead of finding the explicit solutions, we used the equations of motion and boundary conditions. After calculating the three-point correlation function between two heavy magnons and one light operator, which is dual to one of the massless scalar field of various supergravity fields, we extracted the structure constant describing the coupling between those operators. This structure constant calculated in the string set-up is the exactly same as ones obtained by the RG analysis in the gauge theory side . We also calculated the two-and three-point correlation function between two spikes and one light operator. Although the dual integrable model for spike is not clear, by taking the analogy with the magnon we have calculated the structure constant in the gauge theory side. We also saw that this result is consistent with one calculated from the string sigma model.
In more general backgrounds, since it is usually very difficult to find the exact solution, our method would be very helpful to investigate various correlation functions for the solitonic string solutions like magnon and spike .
